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Abstract. The problem of intellectual support of human-machine interface 
(HMI) designers for Process Control Systems is considered. A method for solv-
ing this problem in the form of a set of models, technologies and knowledge, 
forming a new information technology for Control System HMI design is pro-
posed. Software in the form of an Expert System that implements the proposed 
technology is developed. The use of an Expert System in the HMI design proc-
ess will improve the efficiency, quality, reliability and safety of Control System 
operator’s activity. 
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1 Introduction 

The introduction of new information technologies in production processes, 
improvement of automation equipment leads to the fact that the human-operator 
becomes the “narrowest” link in modern Control Systems. It was shown [1] through 
operational experience of modern Control Systems that human mistakes or erroneous 
behavior cause 42% abnormal situations in industrial systems used. Accidents of 45% 
for nuclear plants, 60% - aviation crashes, 80% - sea disasters and 90% - car accidents 
[2, 3] happened due to human psychophysiological capabilities limitations and faults. 
In fact, Cochran and Bullemer [4] have estimated that abnormal situations cost the 
petrochemical industry $10B (US) annually in preventable losses. The Chemical 
Manufacturers Association estimates that 80 to 85% of human errors in chemical 
production result from poor design of the working environment [5]. European Agency 
for Health and Safety at Work, besides poor design of HMI, notes [6] also such 
reasons as multi-factorial risks (combined effects of poor ergonomic design, poor 
work organisation, mental and emotional demands) and complexity of new 
technologies, new work processes and HMI leading to increased mental and 
emotional strain. This demonstrates the relevance and importance of research in the 
domain of ergonomic design of Control Systems operator’s HMI. 

For today Automatic Control System development is mostly powered by 
Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) technology with wide variety of 



special component libraries as well as graphic editors used. However, they include no 
modules or add-ons to provide intellectual support for HMI ergonomic design. 
Hereinafter HMI determines Control System HMI developed by SCADA technology. 
The main purpose of our research is intellectual support of Control System HMI 
designers. 

2 Literature review 

The use of intelligent systems as a component of SCADA systems or in conjunction 
with them is known [e.g. 7–9]. Such integration provides intelligent support of opera-
tor in the analyzing data process, diagnosing the state of technological equipment, 
forecasting the development of situations and making appropriate decisions in normal 
and emergency situations. 

Operator is often remote from objects of observation and control (OOC) and 
performs remote control using the information model (IM) in modern Control Sys-
tems. There are many types of IM. A special case of IM is the HMI of the operator 
developed by SCADA technology. 

There are a lot of techniques for ergonomically driven the IM design process for 
Control System operators [e.g. 10]. Their disadvantage is the insufficient formaliza-
tion of the design stages. The analysis [11], as well as further research, showed the 
following: 

- software is being developed for displaying operational dispatch information on 
the Internet, as well as archived data [12]. A language for describing mnemonic dia-
grams was developed based on the XML standard. The mnemonic description file 
contains information about the appearance of the mnemonic diagram and how to react 
to various events or interactive actions of the user. The disadvantage of this approach 
is the rejection of the presentation of mnemonic diagrams in the SVG format. As a 
result, the possibility of drawing mnemonic diagrams through graphic editors devel-
oped by such companies as COREL DRAW, VISIO etc. is lost; 

- basic requirements for the organization of HMI for process engineers of NPPs 
with VVER-1000 reactors and a set of HMI elements that is sufficient for organizing 
the control and diagnostics of a power unit is defined [13]; 

- software development of the system for improving the quality of interfaces of 
computer simulation systems is under development [14]. A new method has been 
developed to automate the HMI quality assessment process. The method is based on 
analyzing the factors that most affect the quality of HMI computer-based training 
systems on mnemonic diagrams; 

- currently there are domestic standards that regulate the requirements for 
ergonomic design of such types of IM as a mnemonic diagram [15, 16]. The closest to 
the problem under consideration is the international standard ANSI/ISA-101.01-2015 
[17]. This standard addresses HMI for equipment and automated processes. If the 
standard, recommended practices and methodology are followed, the result should 
enable the users to be more effective yielding improved safety, quality, productivity 
and reliability. The standards ISO-9241, ISO-10075, ISO-13407, ISO-14915 provides 



recommendations for ergonomic human-system interaction design, operator's mental 
workload, and human-centered design of the HMI, respectively. 

There are also many HMI design guides for designing of task-based interface 
(Ecological Interface) (e.g. [18, 19]), human-centred design (e.g. [20]) and HMI for 
Process Control Applications (e.g. [21]), but they give only general guidelines for 
interfaces designing. 

On the basis of the foregoing, we can conclude that there are practically no work in 
the Control System HMI design automation field. It should also be noted that the 
design and configuration tasks of the HMI can significantly increase the cost and 
complexity of the Control System design project. According to [22], designers spend 
$10,000 or more to develop each page of HMI graphics for their process operations. 
Therefore, the actual task is to develop a method of intellectual support for the design 
of the Control System HMI. 

3 Information technology of Control System HMI design 

The base of the information technology for designing the Control System HMI were 
suggested by the author in [23] and require further development as part of this work. 

The object-oriented approach, which simplifies the implementation of projects in 
SCADA-tools, is applied for modeling the subject domain "НМІ design". The con-
ceptual model of the subject domain "НМІ design", made in the UML notation, is 
presented in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. The conceptual model of the subject domain "НМІ design" 



The internal hierarchical structure of the subject domain reveals the aggregate as-
sociation. The nature of the other relations between classes in the model is set using 
the named directional associations. 

According to Fig. 1, the designer (the class "Designer"), using a set of standard in-
terface elements ("Palette"), is developing the project HMI ("Current Project") step by 
step. The current HMI project is carried out in the workspace ("WorkSpace"), which 
includes a set of tools, templates, and methods and means of using them within the 
project. The final state of the current project (the product of the designer’s labor) is 
the Control System HMI ("HMI"). 

The designer fills the workspace with objects that are implemented using various 
program classes. The class "WorkSpace" is a container for the following classes: 
MainWindow (the main window of the НМІ development tool); PictureBox (repre-
sents a Windows picture box control for displaying an image); StatusBar (represents a 
Windows status bar control); ToolBar (a toolbar that is a container for a group of 
commands or controls); TabControl (represents a control that contains multiple items 
that share the same space on the screen). 

Intellectual support of the designer is carried out using certain Expert System (ES). 
A typical ES consists of the following main components: a inference engine (inter-
preter); working memory (data base) intended for storage of initial and intermediate 
data of a current problem; knowledge base; knowledge acquisition component; ex-
planatory component; dialog component. To display them in the conceptual model 
(Fig. 1), the following classes are introduced: 

– "Interpreter" for inference engine; 
– "Knowledge" for knowledge and data base (KB); 
– "Intelligent Interface" (subsystem "Intelligent Interface") for the remaining 

components. 
As a result of the interaction of the designer with the subsystem "Intelligent Inter-

face" is his intellectual support in the form of recommendations generated by ES. 
ES provides intellectual support to the designer by generating advice during the de-

sign process. The process of advice inference is as follows. The input of the subsys-
tem "Intelligent Interface" receives information: about the current state of the project 
(from the "Current Project"); about the typical interface element chosen by the de-
signer (from the "Palette"), as well as the results of the dialogue with the designer 
(from the "Designer"). 

This subsystem transfers to the "Interpreter" the results of processing input infor-
mation in the form of some initial judgments (prerequisites) that describe the current 
problem design task TSi. The "Interpreter", using the initial data and knowledge from 
the KB of expert system ("Knowledge"), forms a sequence of rules (advice to the 
designer), which lead to the solution of the problem design task TSi. 

KB of N-th Man-Machine System (MMS) is represented as the tuple [24]: 

 ,)(),()( NKBONKBCNKB   (1) 

where KBC(N) – KB about N-th MMS components; KBO(N) – KB about N-th MMS 
organization, i.e. information about the relations of the MMS components. 



The knowledge base of ES consists of a set of local KB. Knowledge about compo-
nents KBC(ES) and organizations KBO(ES) contained in the KB of Expert System is 
discussed further. In Fig. 1 presents two local KB "ErgRecuire" (denote it KBEV) and 
"Alphabet" (KBAL) such as )(, ESKBOKBALKBEV  . 

The first KB "ErgRecuire" contains the following knowledge of the ergonomic 
support for the HMI designer: psycho-physiological characteristics of the operator; 
rules for developing IM and HMI; code arrangement rules; rules and recommenda-
tions for the design of instrument scales and graphs. 

The second KB, "Alphabet", represents knowledge about the coding methods (al-
phabets) of information about OOC of the technological process (TP). Qualitative and 
quantitative characteristics of OOC are coding in different ways (alphabets, codes). 17 
coding methods are known [25]. 

Fig. 1 presents the following types of alphabet: "Figure" - coding with abstract ge-
ometric figures; "Line" - type of line; "ConvSigns" - conventional symbols; "Area" - 
area of geometric figures; "Orientation" - orientation of the figure or line in space; 
"LettersNumbers" - letters, punctuation marks and numbers; "Color" - color; "Flicker-
ingFreq" - flicker frequency, "Opacity" - opacity. 

Subsystem "Intelligent Interface" received the results of the logical inference from 
the "Interpreter" and in accordance with them modifies the current HMI project. Thus, 
we get a solution to the current problem task TSi. 

As it is known, GDI+ ("GDI+" in Fig. 1) is the Windows operating system graphic 
device interface, which enables functions to transfer graphic objects to a monitor. 
Access to GDI+ functions is implemented through a set of managed classes. The in-
terface of the managed classes associated with images on a screen ("Screen" in Fig. 1) 
is part of the .NET Framework. 

3.1 Analysis of Control System HMI structure 

An analysis of НМІ of modern Control Systems made it possible to reveal their typi-
cal structures that determine knowledge about the components of НМІ (i.e. 
KBC(ES)). The following typical formats for presenting information in the Control 
System HMI are defined: mnemonic diagrams of three levels (generalized, group and 
individual); indications (sets of analog and discrete information); current events asso-
ciated with the change of states of technological systems and processes; alarms; 
graphs of analog parameters (trends); instructions (for displaying the text of opera-
tional instructions); free formats that are used to obtain reference information in the 
operator's dialogue mode with an intelligent SCADA-system module. 

Each information format is practically implemented as a specific HMI zone on the 
screen. Interface elements that can be located by the designer in the zones were com-
bined into the conceptual class "Palette". The domain model "Palette" in the form of a 
class diagram of the UML language is shown in Fig. 2. The diagram displays two 
types of relations - aggregation and generalization, that is, the R2 relation of the type 
"IS a". The relation R2, as applied to the class diagram, describes the hierarchical 
structure of classes and the inheritance of their properties and behavior. 



Fig. 1. Model of the subject domain "Palette" 

Zones of all formats are presented in the form of three classes: "Mnemonic dia-
gram", "Trend" and "Document" in Fig. 2. The purpose of the first two classes is ob-
vious. The "Document" class was introduced to represent all the other formats listed 
above. 

In accordance with the model, for example, the following elements can be placed 
in the zone of the mnemonic diagram: "Graph"; "ObjektTP" (OOC of technological 
process); “Control element” (HMI Controls) and “Connecting element” (connectors 
on a mnemonic diagram). 

The “Control element” class is the parent for the following classes: “Direct con-
trol” (direct control elements); "Information display elements" and " Information 
entry element" (information input elements). Each of these classes, in turn, has child 
classes. Most of them are typical elements of the interface "Button", "TreeView", 
"ComboBox" and others. HMI may also contain virtual elements that simulate real 
controls and devices. To describe them, the model has introduced the classes “Virt-
ContrElem” and “VirtDispDevice” respectively.  

3.2 Knowledge about technology to transfer graphic objects to a monitor 

The KBO(N) organizational knowledge of any MMS can be represented as a complex 
of morphological structures. The components of these structures are the many goals of 
the MMS, the conditions, tasks, functions, plans, means of technology and laws of the 
MMS control [23]. 



To achieve the “HMI design” goal, the designer must solve a lots of tasks 
 ii KiTSTS  1| , the nomenclature of which is due to known methodological 

techniques of IM and HMI design [10, 18-21, 25]. Knowledge about plans and tech-
nologies for their implementation (KBTS) is a subset of KBEV knowledge. They can 
be represented as a tuple [24]:  

 ,),(,),(, ipmmiii MTcKMPMTcTSMTSFnKBTS   (2) 

where  jiji KjFnFn  1| – set of functions Fnij, that must be implemented to 

solve the i-th task; MTS(TSi) – morphological-time structure of functions Fnij that 
shows a planned logical-time sequence of functions necessary for solving the TSi task; 
MTci – set of technological ways to implement the function Fnij; Pmm(KMp, MTci) – 
the predicate "The implementation of the function Fnij is possible in a set of techno-
logical methods MTci with a combination of conditions KMp". 

Windows Forms graphic elements can be divided into three main categories: two-
dimensional (2-D) vector graphics; drawings; typographic markup. 

The managed class interface associated with transfer graphic objects to the monitor 
in the .NET Framework 4.5 and 4.6 consists of the following namespaces: Sys-
tem.Drawing; System.Drawing.Drawing2D; System.Drawing.Imaging; Sys-
tem.Drawing.Text; System.Drawing.Configuration and System.Drawing.Design. 

The parent System.Drawing namespace contains types that support the basic 
graphical functions of GDI+. The basis of the GDI+ interface is the Graphics class. It 
directly performs the drawing of straight and curved lines, geometric figures, the out-
put of drawings and text. 

The analysis of the functional purpose of the System.Drawing namespace clas-
ses, the associated methods of the Graphics class, as well as the types of the alphabet, 
and the possibility of their use for coding the Windows Forms graphic elements was 
carried out. 

We introduce four sets: 
– A1 – information transferred to a screen; 
– A2 – System.Drawing namespace; 
– A3  – Graphics class methods; 
– A4  – types of the alphabet. 
In order to determine the knowledge required by the "Intelligent Interface" sub-

system to implement the transfer and coding functions of HMI elements, we introduce 
the tetradic relation R3 "To transfer and code a1, use a2, a3, a4" on the A1×A2×A3×A4 
Cartesian product. 

The relation R3 can be matched to a 4-place predicate. A tuple (a1, a2, a3, a4) be-
longs to a relation if and only if the predicate of this relation is P(a1, a2, a3, a4)=1. 

All elements of the R3 relation are of the same type of tuples. Tuples of the same 
type make it possible to consider them as analogs of rows (i) in a simple table, that is, 
in a table where all rows consist of the same number of cells and the same data types 



are located in the corresponding cells. An example of the R3 relation representation in 
the form of a table is presented in the Table 1. 

Table 1. An example of the R3 relation representation 

Type of alphabet 

Displayed 
information 

Classes 
Namespace 
System.Dra-
wing 

Class methods 
Graphics 
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FillClosed 
Curve 

      1   

FillEllipse     1  1   

FillPolygon     1  1   
Brush 

FillRectangle     1  1   

DrawArc 1   1   1   

DrawClosed 
Curve 

1 1 1 1   1   

DrawEllipse 1  1 1   1   

DrawLine    1   1   

2-D vector 
graphics 

Pen 

DrawPolygon 1  1 1   1   

Image DrawImage 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Raster 
images Icon DrawIcon  1 1    1   

Characters 
and Strings 

StringFormat DrawString 
     1    

 
The number of columns j=4 in the Table 1 is determined by the number of sets of 

Cartesian products. Table 1 for the convenience of presenting information (reducing 
the number of rows) has the following features: 

– the 4-th column is presented in the form of 18 elements of the set A4 (in the ex-
ample of Table 1, nine alphabets are represented); 

– tuples with common elements from j=1÷3 columns and various elements of A4 
set are combined in one line; 

– the following condition must be met for the xij elements of the table 

 








falseifR

trueifR
xij

3

3

,0

,,1
 (3) 



Such codes as letters, punctuation, and numbers are represented by one "Аlphanu-
meric" alphabetic in Table 1. Due to the fact that the computer implementation of the 
"Color" and "Brightness" codes is associated with the same RGB color model, in 
Table 1 they are presented in one column. 

After formalization and recording of the knowledge given in Table 1 in KB, the 
expert system will have knowledge about the transfer graphic objects to a screen 
technology and selection of codes for Windows Forms graphic elements. For 
example, when solving the problem of transfer raster images, the "Intelligent 
Interface" subsystem will propose to use the Image class AND/OR Icon class of the 
System.Drawing space and the corresponding methods of the Graphics class. If de-
signer chooses the Image class, all kinds of codes will be recommended as possible. If 
he chooses Icon class, the following types of codes will be recommended: "Symbols" 
AND/OR "Area of figures" AND/OR "Color" AND/OR "Brightness". 

The combination of the developed models, technologies and knowledge forms a 
new information technology of Control System HMI design. 

4 Implementation 

The developed information technology has become a theoretical basis to develop an 
ES, which could deliver a methodology of the design and set of functions as the intel-
lectual tool to support technical designers whose task is to create Control System 
HMI. The general scheme of the ES demonstrated at Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 3. The general scheme of the Expert System 

The “Simulation” subsystem provides interactive extraction of expert knowledge 
about TP, OOC and their parameters, algorithms of the operator’s activity. The goal 
of TP may be to decompose into other sub-levels (tasks, procedures, functions and 
operations). Knowledge about the sub-levels could be formalized in the form 
semantic graph. The nodes of this graph are the names of the functional units Fi of 
different scale, and the arcs show the relation RFiFj - "to implement the functional unit 
Fi (goal, task), it is necessary to perform the functional unit Fj (task, procedure, 
function, operation)". The root of the tree is the concept of "Technological process". 
The description of the TP, given by experts, is saved in the tptree.xml file. 



The description of TP objects, given by experts, is saved in the objects.xml file. 
Here is a fragment of this file that describes the "Оperative" state of the Compressor-
01object of TP. This object has one quantitative parameter “Pressure” and one quali-
tative parameter “Noise”. The parameter "Pressure" should be in the range from 1,0 to 
2,1 Pa in "Оperative" state. The operator must observe (tag "observed") and control 
(tag "controled") the parameter "Pressure". The “Noise” parameter is only observed 
and can be “true” or “false”: 

<objects> 
<object name="Compressor-01" uuid="{550e8400-e29b-41d4-a716-

446655440000}"> 
<state name="Оperative" uuid="s001"> 

<parameters> 
<qnParameter name="Pressure" uuid="p001-p001" union="Pa" 

controled="true" observed="true"> 
<minValue>1.0</minValue> 
<maxValue>2.1</maxValue> 

</qnParameter> 
<qnParameter name="Noise" uuid="q001" union="" controled="false" 

observed="true"> 
<values> 

<value> true </value> 
<value> false </value> 

</values> 
</qlParameter> 

</parameters> 
</state> 

</object> 
</objects> 
The use of simulation at the stage prior to the development of the design specifica-

tion for HMI allows: determine the probabilities of various MMS states; estimate the 
ability of the operator to process the incoming information necessary for decision 
making and draw up a list of those situations that he cannot solve due to his psycho-
physiological limitations. The results obtained will allow the designer to reasonably 
accomplish the task allocation between the operator and the machine. In the next 
stages of HMI design, this subsystem, if there are several variants of “paper” HMI 
prototypes, ensures the selection of the optimal variant. The choice is based on such 
quantitative indicators of the operator's activity, such as the probability of correct 
execution and execution time of the control algorithms obtained as a result of a simu-
lation experiment. 

The extracted expert knowledge about TP, OOC and their parameters are input to 
the Control System HMI design. The HMI design process is performed with the par-
ticipation of the “Coding” subsystem and “Intelligent Support” module of the “Intelli-
gent Interface” subsystem. The scenario of the HMI designer interaction with "Cod-
ing" subsystem can be described by the use case diagram shown in Fig. 4. The "Intel-
ligent Interface" subsystem is shown as an external entity. 



 

Fig. 4. The use case "HMI design" diagram 

For each stage of TP a scene (video frame) is built, representing the TP mode. The 
video frame can be divided into zones with various formats of information presenta-
tion and filled with graphic elements. Thus, HMI consists of a set of scenes. 

The process of building a scene consists in coding OOC, their states and parame-
ters, as well as developing a scene composition with the allocation of operational 
space zones using various data presentation formats. The result of the expert's interac-
tion with the intellectual support module is filling the KB with the following knowl-
edge: requirements for the information about the OOC (see position 2 in Fig. 5); about 
the specifics of the operator’s tasks and environment (see position 3 in Fig. 5). In 
accordance with the results of interaction, the HMI designer receives the ES recom-
mendations on the choice of alphabet types for coding (see position 1 in Fig. 5). All 
subsequent steps of building the scene are also supported by recommendations for the 
designer. They are generated by the intellectual support module. 

The graphic and sound editors modules are intended, respectively, for coding OOC 
and basic interface elements using alphabets coding visual modality (symbols, color, 
flicker frequency, brightness, etc.) and alphabets of auditory modality (verbal and 
sound signals) in accordance with ergonomic requirements. 

Declarative knowledge is represented in the ES in the form of predicates (j); P(x1, 
x2), where j is a name of fact (the ordinal number of the fact in the KB); P is a name 
of predicate; xi, i=1, 2 is a subject constants. 

Procedural knowledge is presented in the ES in the form of production rules (k); 
Ri: Ai → Ki, where k is a name of the production (the ordinal number of the rule in the 
KB); R is a condition for the applicability of the production core; Ai → Ki is a produc-
tion core. 

After adding an element to the scene, HMI designer can apply coding to it in ac-
cordance with the received recommendations. This is done by changing the corre-



sponding properties of the element. An example of the correspondence between the 
properties of the Button control and the categories of codes (alphabets) that can be 
applied by using these properties are listed in Table 2. 

 

Fig. 5. An example of a expert survey and the generation of recommendations on the choice of 
the alphabet 

Table 2. Table of correspondence of the Button control properties and the code category  

Property Code 
FlatStyle Stereo Depth 

Font Alphanumeric 

FontHeight Size 

ForeColor Color 

Height Size 

Image Geometric figures, Conventional symbols, Type of line, Number of points 
or geometric elements, Orientation in space, Alphanumeric 

Size Area of figure 

Text Alphanumeric 

Width Area of figure 

 
These properties are changed and set using the element control properties panel. 
The developed HMI project is saved in the .xml file format. Data from this file is 

input to the "Intelligent Interface" subsystem for the visualization of HMI. An exam-
ple of the design results is presented in Fig. 6. 



 

Fig. 6. An example of the HMI design results 

The ES is implemented using Microsoft .Net Framework in C#. The Asp.Net, 
Ajax, CSS, HTML and SQL technologies were used to implement the visualization 
module. The WaveGenerator.dll library was used to work with the Wav sound format. 

5 Conclusion 

The urgent problem of information and mathematical support development is 
solved to automate the HMI designer activities. 

The method of intellectual support for Control System HMI ergonomic design is 
proposed for the first time. Information technology that provides a methodology cov-
ering both design and pre-design stages of HMI design has been developed. At the 
pre-design stages of the HMI development, it is planned to carry out simulation mod-
eling of TP and control processes (operator activities). The simulation results will 
allow more precise specify of the requirements for the operator activities and HMI at 
the terms of reference creation stage and to increase the validity of the task allocations 
between operator and machine in the early stages of HMI developing. If there are 
several “paper” prototypes or real HMI, the simulation will allow justifying the choice 
of the optimal variant based on quantitative indicators. 

The practical significance of the obtained results is that the software realizing the 
proposed method is developed and can be used to solve practical problems of HMI 
design. 

The experimental results of the Automated Control System operating analysis and 
modeling for aerated concrete production [26] have shown that the proposed method 
can be used to solve practical problems of HMI designing, as well as optimizing the 
structure and methods of TP controlling. 
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